Evidence for cortical reorganization of language in patients with hippocampal sclerosis.
Naming is mediated by perisylvian cortex in the left (language-dominant) hemisphere, and thus, left anterior temporal lobe resection for pharmacologically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) carries risk for post-operative naming decline. Interestingly, this risk is lower in patients with hippocampal sclerosis (HS) relative to those without HS (non-HS). Although the hippocampus has traditionally been considered a critical structure for memory, without contribution to naming, this pattern might implicate direct hippocampal naming involvement. On the other hand, critical naming sites have been found in anterior, lateral temporal (i.e. extra-hippocampal) neocortex, the region typically removed with 'standard' TLE resection. We, therefore, speculated that the relative preservation of naming in post-operative HS patients might reflect cortical reorganization of language to areas outside this region. Using pre-resection electrical stimulation mapping, we compared the topography of auditory and visual naming sites in 12 patients with HS and 12 patients without structural brain pathology. Consistent with previous work, non-HS patients exhibited post-operative naming decline, whereas HS patients did not. As hypothesized, HS patients had proportionally fewer overall naming sites in anterior temporal cortex, the region typically removed with standard anterior temporal resection, whereas non-HS patients exhibited a more even distribution of naming sites in anterior and posterior temporal regions (P = 0.03). Although both groups exhibited the previously reported pattern of auditory naming sites anterior to visual naming sites, auditory naming sites had a significantly more posterior distribution in HS patients (P = 0.02). Additionally, non-HS patients exhibited a greater proportion of visual naming sites above the superior temporal sulcus, whereas visual naming sites in HS patients were scattered across superior and inferior temporal cortex. Results suggest that preserved naming ability in HS patients following anterior temporal resection might be attributable, at least in part, to intrahemispheric reorganization of language in response to the likely, early development of sclerosis in the medial temporal region. Furthermore, their more posterior distribution of naming sites is consistent with the more anterior propagation of EEG discharges in TLE. These results hold theoretical implications regarding the role of the dominant hippocampus in determining the cortical representation of semantic and lexical information, and raise questions regarding the specific roles of medial and lateral temporal cortex in targeted word retrieval. The different patterns of naming areas identified in patients with and without HS may also carry clinical implications, potentially improving efficiency during the time-constrained process of stimulation mapping.